An overview

In the present global scenario for businesses, there is an ever increasing need for best business practices, socio - ecological wellbeing, awareness and compassion towards nature and its environment. Global investors, industries and customers look for quality in services and products in a sustainable environment; one universal concept that has emerged as a significant contributor to all aspects of sustainable economic growth in the demanding global market is the Halal way of life. The Halal market worldwide is an ever-growing and emerging brand in countries like Australia, Thailand, Singapore, United Kingdom, Europe and the United States of America encompassing products line in food, cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries. The Halal market development is includes the entire value chain from production and manufacturing to shipping, logistics, exports and retail across new emerging demographics. There are a tremendous amount of opportunities to explore, develop and grow the Halal concept in new emerging global markets in the commercial sectors worldwide. Halal is not a new concept to human being, it’s been since 6th century.

We are adopting 6th century Principles in 21st century's Technology.

About United World Halal Development

United World Halal development (UNWHD) & established in 2012 is a global Halal Consultant with its headquarters in Singapore. The goal of the company is to focus on the opportunities and overall development of Halal industry and markets globally in the coming years and to build a vibrant global the Halal community. The UNWHD consults with wide knowledge, expertise and experience offers a deep understanding of Halal for everyone, fostering growth, development and participation of local businesses and new emerging markets into a growing lucrative global Halal industries. UNWHD encourages participation of investors, entrepreneurs, corporates, social activists, NGO and Government in Halal market sectors and facilitate growth of Halal certified companies ensuring halal best practices and developing halal standards globally.
Our key focus areas:

- Development of International Consultation
- Development of Halal standards
- Halal Certification Body Setup and Framework Development
- Friendly tourism, Halal friendly medical tourism
- R & D Assistance
- Networking with Halal Certification Authorities
- Business to Business, Customer to customer, Government to government Halal Trade Zone
- Professional Leadership Training
- Awareness campaigning
- Ecology development
- Trade Shows & Expos
- Advertisements, Audit and certification
- Halal Industrial Training plus consultants for Halal products and services
- Interest Free Banking, Financial & Insurance System

Vision

United world Halal development aims to build a one stop window of Global Support Centre for all Halal Businesses across new demographics. Our vision is to extend the Halal way of life to all businesses, explore new areas of economic growth and enter into emerging markets with the idea of universal acceptance of Halal standards, certification and practices.

Mission

Our mission is to create value for businesses and make a difference in the global Halal industry.

UNWHD is a major Halal consultant group leading the roadmap to build a global Halal community worldwide encircling all businesses to offer quality products and services by the Halal process. The Halal way is more about quality, hygiene, sincerity, empathy, just and fair practices and organic way of life that has struck a chord with global customers who have embraced it wholeheartedly. To retain the confidence of consumers and gain potential customers & our consultants provide necessary information and assistance to entrepreneurs, manufacturers, investors, researchers, distributors and retailers about booming global Halal market. We will guide you through the Halal process and practices, know how's of entering global Halal markets and the procedures of standard Halal certification for products and services.
What do we do?

UWHD consultants help in the following ways:

- Development of Halal standards, audit and certification process to shield the integrity of Halal.
- Assist Government and Associations to initiate Halal certification authority.
- Collaborate with Global Chamber of Commerce for Halal Trade & Tourism.
- Assist young entrepreneurs to setup Small and Medium Enterprises.
- Design and develop Technology products like Halal Management Systems, Halal Certification Tracking Systems, Certification Security & Monitoring System, SMART Phone Application developments, SMS & Email marketing tools, Global Halal Raw Materials Database System, Fatwa bank etc.
- Design, develop, promote Halal friendly tourism, Halal friendly medical tourism.
- Conduct professional leadership training for young entrepreneurs.
- Assist and develop Islamic Banking, Gold & Silver Sunnah money, Takaful Insurance, Micro financing and Asset Management.
- Direct and coordinate the development of Country’s Halal industry amongst all stakeholders - both public and private.
- Manage capacity building for Halal producers and related service providers.
- Facilitate the growth and participation of Halal Certifying companies in the global Halal market.
- Develop, promote and market the country’s Halal brand.
- Promote the concept of Halal and related goods and services.
Values

UNWHD consultant group values integrity, honesty and trustworthiness in all its business practices keeping the sanctity of Halal standards. We believe in being responsible and accountable for our actions; we value our customers, business partners and stakeholders. UNWHD are front runners in innovating, leading and driving change in the global Halal markets. We have highly skilled and experienced team of people that & guide and support Halal business practices in all businesses and offer the finest quality services and products to the consumers in accordance with Halal processes.

Services

Consultancy

UNWHD is an international Halal consultant group, focused on developing halal industry globally, formulating strategy designs and devising governance and framework documentations. Our team of skilled, experienced and professional consultants offers consultancy services on best business practices, consumer trends and new potential market opportunities across demography in compliance with halal procedures and standards.

The main objectives of UWHD consultancy are:

- To increase standard of operations in term of Halal compliance
- Provide solutions which include project plans and implementation
- Assist other developmental agencies in creating new entrepreneurs in the Halal industry
- Support the establishment of a Halal Integrity System within their organization
Professional Leadership Training

Discover new Dimension in Leadership

Human beings are social by nature and strive on interdependence, cooperation, respect for fellow beings and its environment and a sense of belonging to a universal brotherhood. In the modern era, Technology is playing a huge roll in breaking boundaries and barriers and bringing the world closer but at the same time has also thrown many modern day challenges such as blatant materialism, corruption, moral lapses and deficiency of honest leaders and role models. Many modern day philosophers and management leaders have proposed theories and principles but have failed to collectively achieve objectives and well being of people in various parts of the world. In such challenging times one way of life. That has been gaining strength rapidly is the Halal way of life.

The Halal way of life provides philosophy and plan for people to live by.

Some of which are:

- Protect people from harm and mischief
- Serve people by effective use of God given resources
- Act within the framework of justice, dignity and benevolence

The training programme ‘I am Khalifah’ is focused on building management and leadership excellence in all political framework globally. The training courses and subject modules have been designed, developed and reviewed by prominent scholars, intellectuals, philanthropist, scientists and community leaders. The core objective of this training programme is to develop global leaders for successive generations and ensure excellence in all fields of life.

Our consultants understand the significance of establishing global standards of leadership under this training programme to empower the next generation of leadership.

We are adopting 6th century Principles in 21st century’s Technology.
Trade & Tourism

Halal Trade

The Halal trade is all about practicing fair trade process based on trust, transparency, dialogue, respect and empathy for a sustainable economic growth and development. The Halal process ensures that individuals strictly adhere to business ethics and ensure socio-economic justice at all times.

The Fair Trade Model

Fair Trade model makes sustain development possible and boosts local economy. Fair trade model is an alternative to a western trade system where the local economy faces barriers to compete with the international markets. Fair Trade Certification empowers farmers and farm workers to uplift themselves out of poverty by investing in their farms and communities, protecting the environment, and developing the business skills necessary to compete in the global marketplace.

Halal Exporter.com - Our main focus is to help halal certified manufacturer to bring their:

- Products on the shelf in most convenience store worldwide
- Reasonable and affordable prices of products and services
- Facilitate the B2B, C2C and G2G trade model
- Enhance Halal certified manufactures to benefit from the global market share.

H-Mart Global

H-Mart is an ethnic store concept; our objective is to provide quality, natural, clean, permitted, organic, Vegetarian, and Halal certified products in food, cosmetics, pharmaceutical, personal care, fashion and groceries at affordable prices to the global community.
Our chain supermarket concepts allow customers to easily find variety of general and specialty grocery items at one place. Our international chain supermarket strategy is to buy directly from manufactures/farmers and sell to customers at affordable prices. We strive to keep our prices low and competitive. We are constantly looking for new Halal certified products to meet the needs of our customers. We aim to develop that all global Halal certified products should be available at one roof with quality and affordable price. We plan to franchise our H-Mart store concept globally based on requests.

**Halal Friendly Tourism**

Halal tourism is a rapidly growing concept in tourism industry accounting for 15 - 20% of global tourism expenditure. The basic idea of Halal tourism is to make the tourists feel comfortable with their surroundings beginning from arriving at the destination until departure; provide facilities and services according to Halal standards. The tourism industry of various countries has acknowledged the potential economic growth of Halal tourism which can bring in profits to international hotels, restaurants, travel agents, and small businessmen.

The team of our highly skilled and experienced UNWHD consultants and our strong network of global partners provide, guide, recommend and offer the best Halal tourism solutions to promote your hotels and assist you to capitalize the targeted travellers.

**Halal Friendly Medical Tourism:**

Medical and Healthcare is an emerging segment of global tourism in today’s booming Halal industry. According to Halal standards, all products such as processed foods, pharmaceuticals and non-food items like cosmetics and many others, need to be Halal certified because these products contain animal by-products or other ingredients that are non-permissible under Halal practices. Many businesses are seeking to have their Products (Food & Non-Food), Premises, Factories, Merchandise and Services to be Halal certified to tap the economic benefits.
UNWHD aims to make Halal value proposition a global phenomenon in the medical tourism halal market and helps businesses to achieve halal certification.

**Expo & Trade show**

**Global Halal Expo & Trade Shows**

UNWHD facilitates an International platform for global Halal manufacturing companies to market and sell their Halal products & services. We assist them to introduce their products as an International Halal image in the trillion dollar global Halal market.

We support the debut launch of client’s products / services by providing the most comprehensive sourcing platform. Our promotional activities of Halal products are an important gateway to reach global Halal consumers around the world.

Our specialized professionals and domain experts offer consultancy services to assist Government agencies in setting up Halal free trade zones, Halal sea / air cargo ports, Halal warehouse and Cold Rooms.

UNWHD consultants work with all their international associated partners, manufactures, distributors, traders, government agencies, event organizers and media people to facilitate a world class Halal Expo’s and event shows.

---

**Special Projects**

UNWHD has been appointed as an international Halal business development consulting associate to promote special projects like Iskandar, Malaysia & Salalah Free Zone.
UNWHD’s Halal business development team will assist our partners, Government agencies and entrepreneurs in the following areas:

- Execute the risk assessment
- Islamic Banking arrangements,
- Takaful Insurance,
- Islamic Financing,
- Project feasibility study
- Work permit and Visa arrangements
- Resource findings
- Business proposal development.

UNWHD is a one stop solution center to cater to all the customer needs and aids businesses to invest in special projects.

Contact Us

UWHD consultancy group has a network of associated researchers and consultants, event organizers, PR agencies and publishers who have specific interest in the development and growth of Halal sector, and we believe that our experience, Expert’s network and analytical skills in this field are second to none.

100 Jalan Sultan
# 09-06 Sultan Plaza
Singapore -199001
Email: info@unwhd.com
www.unwhd.com